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This Diablo 3 Barbarian Guide, while brief, is as jam packed with info as the Barbarian is iron clad
and stacked with brute muscle. From its troubled history, to its skills, attributes, and play style the
Diablo 3 Barbarian is setting new standards in MMORPG style battlefield domination.

Barbarian History

Because of their devastating strength, stout armor, and intimidating weapons the Diablo 3 Barbarian
is a disciplined master of close-quarter combat. Legends tell they were created and shaped to
safeguard Mount Arreat. However, once it fell their kind plummeted into a pointless existence, and
with no calling became savage wanderers. Fortunately, Diablo 3 has invigorated them again and
breathed new life into their brave spirit.

Barbarian Play Style

First and foremost, when it comes to attributes, any Diablo 3 Barbarian Guide that doesnâ€™t suggest
stacking strength is profusely lying. Barbarians depend on and utilize strength in everything they do,
from the way they hack and chop down their enemies to inflicting high-damage AOE attacks.

During the leveling process, Barbarian enthusiasts can expect to rigorously plow through waves of
menacing creatures and foes while keeping an eye on their Fury bar. Fury is their prime resource
and is used to execute most of their impressive abilities and fast paced destruction.

At higher levels, anticipate Barbarians to be a tank class that once enshrouded in heavy armor can
absorb immense amounts of damage. With so many situational and direct specs the Barbarian is a
multitasking and swiftly moving symphony of desolation that serves as the front line in any
onslaught.

Diablo 3 Barbarian Skills

Right out the gate at level 3 Barbarians begin to Cleave. An essential move that hits multiple
enemies and generates 5 fury per swing to keep the mayhem moving. From there, because they're
a favorite for those who prefer their leveling in the beginning stages to move quickly, Barbarians
come with Battle Rage, Leap Attacks for offensive and defensive demands and Pound of Flesh
which increases the chance of forcing enemies to drop health globes.

Once a player starts leveling, things get increasingly action packed. Fury spending and Diablo 3
Barbarian skills like Rend become invaluable at level 5, and at level 27 Animosity comes into play
which is a passive skill boosting max fury by 20 and elevating overall fury regeneration by 10%.
Barbarians are a class that offers perhaps the quickest route to higher levels because of their ability
to thrash endlessly.

Barbarian with Class

Diablo 3 offers a warrior class that isnâ€™t only a penetrating brawler, but an extremely rewarding and
satisfying experience. This Diablo 3 Barbarian Leveling Guide tells what Barbarians have to offer,
they're potential's only gets warmed up at lower levels!
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More interesting Diablo 3 barbarian articles can be read at http://www.diablo3barbarianguide.net/
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